
SolidState SSMllfi[croTechnology
for Music 2045

MUSIC VOIGING SYSTEIIfl 
*

DESCRIPTION

The SSM 2045 is a flexible high performance building block which offers the designer a maximum of options in the engi-
neering of musical systems. Provided on-chip is a voltage controlled filter with both 2 pole as well as 4 pole low pass outputs
and an uncommitted mixer/VCA combination.

The filter section has exceptionally low noise, offset and control feedthrough which delivers professional quality perfor-
mance even in systems where the filter is not followed by a VCA. A voltage controlled feedback amplifier gives built-in
electronic Q control with a minimum of in-band loss at the oscillation point.

The mixer/VCA section can either be connected to the filter input for waveform mixing or to the outputs for mixing between
the 2 pole and 4 pole responses. The two linear and the exponential cross fade controls allow this circuit to be used both as
a mixer and a VCA. This section also has excellent offset, signal to noise, and controlfeedthrough specs. A.C. coupling
between the filter and mixer/VCA is not required.

Finally, the system as a whole delivers a "fat" open loop sound and additional features such as a series voltage controlted
high pass filter can be added when used with the SSM 2024.

FEATURES

r 2 Fole and 4 Pole Low Pass Filter Outputs
r On-Chip Q Control
r Very Low Offset
r Exceptionally l.-ow Control Feedthrough
r Low Noise (80db below nominal signal level)
r Low Volume Loss \rvith lncreasing Q

On-chip hrlixer/VCA
Mixer can be connected either to input or outputs
Mixer has both separate linear and exponential.cross fade
controls
Minimum External Components Required
Rich "Open Loop" Sound
+ I - 15 Volt operation
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FIGURE 1 . 2045 BLOCK DIAGRAM
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t'c < TA < 7s'c -2s.c < Ts < 12s.c

- - Thefollowing specificationsapplyforVs : t lSVandTr : 25'C.

PARAMETER n{.tN TYP MAX UNITS CONDITIONS

FILTER SECTION

Positive Supply Rarige

Negative Supply Range (Note 1)

Positive Supply Current

Negative Supply Current

€

+5

-18
3,7

5"8

+ 15

- 15

5.0

6.5

+18

-5
7.4

7.1

V

V

mA

mA Vr,* u _ GND, lr,* 1s-12 - 0

Output Offset (Pin 1)

Output Offset (Pin 8)

Change in Output Offset (Pin 1)

Change in Output Offset (Pin 8)

-50
-50
-40
-40

+50
+50
+40
+40

mV

mV

mV

mV

Vr,*5 : GND

V",*s : GND

-90mV<Vr,*5< + 90mV

-90mV<Vr,*s< + 90mV

Signal lnput Level (Pin 2)

Signal Output Level (Pins 1, 8)

Output Source Current (Pins 1, 8)

Output Sink Current (Pins 1 , 8)

5

600

150

1

10

750

300
3.00

15

900

ffiVo,

vo,

mA

pA

Frequency Control Range

F" lnput tsias Current (Pin 5)

F" Control Sensitivity (Pin 5)

Q Current Flequired for Oscillation (Pin 17)

'l 000:1

*24

120

5000:1

1.0

- 19.3

150

2.5

- 18.7

185

pA

mVlOctave

pA

Dynamic Range'(Clipping to Noise Floor)

ln Band Distortionz (TFID) 4FrN { F"

Max Distortion2 (THD) F,* - Fc

92

0.1

1.0

dts

%
o/o

V*,* s : - 90rnv (Filter Wide Open)

@ 150mVoolN

@ 150mVr, lN

MIXERiVCA SECTION

Output Offset Current - 12.5 + 12.5 pA V"'* r, _ Vr,* tz : Vr,* 14 : GND
lpru rs : 500pA, lr,* 16 : 0
or
lprru.,o : 500pA, lr,* rs : 0

Output Leakage -1 +1 nA lptp rs : lpru ro : 0

VCA Gain 3842 4085 4330 pmohs lprN rs : lprru ro : 500pA, Vr,* 14 : GND

VCA Gain Matching - 0.5 + 0.5 dB lpr61,s : lr,*,u : 500pA, V",* 14 : GND

Mix Expo lnput Bias Current (Pin 14) -50 -5 pA lprru rs : 500pA, Vr,* 14 : GND

Control Rejection (untrimmed)

Signai to Noise

Distortion2 (THD) sir

41 .5

82.
O.3 **,

30

.l

dB

dB

Yo

RE 40ffiV0, (PlN 11 or 12)

RE 4OffiVro (PlN 11 or 12)

@ 4OmVpe(PlN 11 or 12)

'' : I 1l 
'_ 

: 
'_'-

Note 1 : Resistor in series with pin 10 required for n'qqtive supply voltage . *AaV 
,,.1!-

Note 2: Due to automalic testing limitations thes" .ffi ar" guaranteed by bignch Q.A'. testing, 99.5% ol the u .its are guaranteed to meet typical
specification + 50%.
*Final specifications may be subject to change.
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PowerSupplies

The 2045 is designed to give best overall performance when operated lrom a + 15 volt supply. Supply voltages down to
+5V can be accommodated with increasing degradation of some ol the specifications, notably VCA offset and control
feedthrough. The negative supply can be any value below - 5V with no change in performance. A - 5 volt supply can be
connected directly to pin 10. For a negative supply voltage below -6.8 volts, a series resistor is used whose value is
determined bythe equation below:

Rri.i : N""-6.8)/7.1 mAforV".< -6.8V

ATypical Connection

Figure 2 above shows a typical connection of the 2045. The inputs of the VCA/mixer are connected to the two and four pole
outputs of the filter section. This allows the relative amount of the two low pass responses to be placed under program
control via the expo mix control. The envelope is applied to the two linear mix controls. This determines the overall volume
atthe finaloutput.

Filter Section

The signal input has an input impedance of 900O and accepts a nominal input signal level of 150mV peak to peak.
Somewhat higher levels can be used if the increased distortion is compatible with the desired sound. Signals can be
summed at the input using a resistor network, the on-chip VCA/mixer section, or a multiple VCA l.C. such as the SSM 2024.

The frequency control input (pin 5) can vary the cutoff frequency over a 5000 to 1 range. Usually the sweep is restricted to
1000 to 1 which corresponds to + / * 90mV at the pin. With the input attenuator shown above, the Fu control sensitivity is

about - 1 octave per volt. For best control rejection, a time constant of about 500p seconds should be established to rapid
controlvoltage changes either at the input pin itself or in the control summer preceding it.

The capacitor values shown in Figure 2 will give a cutoff frequency sweep range of about 20Hz to 20kHz when the voltage
on pin 5 is varied between + / - 90mV. the rolloff characteristic approximates a Butterworth response with the Q current at
zero;The designer might try experimenting with different capacitor values (see last page for design equations).

The Q current input accepts current from a source above + 600mV. The 1 .8K resistor added in series with the emitter of a
grounded base pnp transistor prOvides shor:t circuit protection The circuit shown in Figure 2 will begin to oscillate with a
pure sine wave when the Q current is in the range of 120 to 185 pA. Due to the way the Q feedback amplifier is connected,
the in band loss at the oscil[ation point is ohly 6db instead of the usual 12db. This slight loss allows for enough headroom for
complex signals when the device is in oscillatlon.

The outputs can source more than 1OmA but will sink only about 750pA. lf more output sink capability is requiied, resistors
can be added from the outputs to the negative supply. The two pole output is inverted with respect to the four pole output.

.The signal to noise ratio of the filter section is 84db for 150mV peak to peak at the signal input pin which allows for more
than 6db of headroom. The worst case control feedthrough referred to this signal level is - 32db, 12db better than conven"
tional designs.
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FIGURE 3b

VGA/Mixer Section

The impedance from the signal inputs of the VCAs to ground should be about 910O for the best otfset and control rejection
performance. The overall performance of the VCAs with respect to signal to noise, control rejection and distortion vs input
signallevel is identicaltothe SSM 2024.

This section is completely independent of the filter circuit allowing it to be used in several ways depending on systems
requirements. First, it can be used as both the VCA and as a cross fade control between the two and four polelifier outputs.
It can also be used in a similar manner as a volume contour VCA and to mix tone sources to the filter input. With most fiiters,
placing the volume VCA before the filter instead of after would be unacceptable since the following VpA is used to mask the
filter background noise and controlfeedthrough. However, the filter section specifications for the2045 are good enough to
allow this configuration. lf one has more two tone sourees, a third oscillator or a noise generator for example, the additional
signals can be mixed or switched to the filter input using simple resistor summing, CMOS transmission gates or the
ssM 2024.

A series voltage controlled high pass filter can also be made-with this section (Figure 3a). Figure 3b shows a similar circuit
using one section of the SSM 2024. The input signal level to these two circuits must be no more than 500mVo, unless
padded as shown. The output levelcan be set by scaling Rr-Rr.

The controls of the VOA/mixer section are designed for maximum flexibility. Several control configurations and response
characteristics are possible.

Figure 4 shows both VCA control inputs connected for linear control. A VCA will be completely off when the corresponding
input control voltage is within about 500mV of ground. The series resistor to a linear control input should be chosen to give
250pA or less when the control voltage is at maximum.

VL (MAX)iRL<250pA

lc, * l"r<500pA 
i

TO.VCA 2

1", 
I

tl,

TO VCA 1

FIGUHE 4
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FIGURE 5b
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FIGURE 5a

Figure 5a shows a circuit that can be added in series with a linear control input to give an audio taper control response. The
network around the transistor is designed so that the impedance seen by the control voltage decreases by a factor of ten
when the control voltage exceeds half of its maximum value. At this point the transistor turns on and almost all additional
control current passes through the transistor. Figure 5b shows the approximate control characteristic of this circuit.

The connection for combined linear and exponential cross fade control is given in Figure 6a. This circuit splits a common
linear control current between the two VCA's according to the transfer characteristic of a differential input pair. A transient
generator can be applied to the common linear input to control the overall volume contour while the relative amount of the
two signals at the inputs to the VCAs in the mix is determined by the voltage on pin 14. The characteristic ofJhii control is
shown in Figure 6b.

lf just crossfade control is desired, a resistor can be connected to the common linear control from the positive supply to give
a current of 500pA or less.

R. V^, (MAX) _ \ /
2]H;T-F;I - vbe

Rr*Rs:10R,
vA' lyAX) < soopA28, \L

Fz
tU
E
OC3()
o
C.
F.zo()

0dB

- 6dB

- 12dB

- lBdB
*24d8

- 30dB

- 36dB

- 42dB
* 4BdB

- 54dB1., 
I

'1,

1., * lg2<500pA

R, { 200C)

R, V., - \/
il +l-; ve

-250mV < V* < +250mV

450C)
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()

V.,

- 60dB

TO VCA 2
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% (PrN 14)

PtN(S)

TO VCA 1

FIGURE 6a

- 250mV - 125mV

FIGURE 6b

+ 125mV + 250mV



CALCULATING THE 2045 RESPONSE CHARACTERISTIC

Each two pole section in the 2045 obeys the generalized two pole low pass transferfunction;

Hr{o1
whgre ar2t : fcutotr and cr : 1/Q

52+cr<rlrS+o16

When one derives this function for the z04s one gets;

Vout - gr*l (C, 10 Cr)
Vin 52 + sg*/C, + gr-/(C, 10Cr)

Comparing the generalized equation with the one for the 2045 we have;

Ho: -1, ,r: Vqfuandcr=*:ry
These last two equations enable one to calculate the capacitor values for a given desired transfer characteristic. Note the
C, behaves as if it were ten times it's actual value. This is due to the gain of 10 in the second filter stage.

As a design example, let's take the principal application ol the 2045: a lowpass filter with two and four.pole outputs. lf we
wanted the final four pole output to have a Butterworth (maximally flat) rolloff characteristic with no feedback (lo : 0), we
would find from filterdesign tablesthat:

@ol : 0)02, ct,, : 1.85 and o, : 0.765.

So the first two pole section would be overdamped and the second would be underdamped. Choosing Cr : 0.01pF we
find:

Cr :0.01UF,C, 
= 3300pF, C" = 0.024trF,Co = 1500pF

This does produce a system with the correct response, however, performance under feedback is poor because of the high
feedback gain required for oscillation. lf we increase <o* by about an octave and recalculate;

Cr : 0.01pF, C, = 3300pF, Cs = 0.01*F, Co = 680pF

This yields a system with excellent sonic quality. The onset of oscillation with increasing leedback is smooth and well
controlled. Also the oscillation amplitude with a given feedback is neqrly constant over the audio band as the frequency
control is swept.

@ 1983 by Solid State Micro Technology, Inc., 20768 Walsh Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95050.
AllRlghts Reserved.
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SoUd Stcile Mtcro Technry
for Music -

Solid State Micro Technology cannot assume responsibility for use of anycircuitrydescribed otherthan the circuitryentirelyembodied in an SSMT product. No othercircuit
licens€s are implied. Solid State Micro Technology reserves the right, at any time without notice, to change said circultry
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! Figure ? shows an application using two 2045 VCA/Mixer sections whieh in

addition to providing tle basic dual VCA funetion, also positions the two
sound sources in the left-right stereo image field under voltage control.
Sig I and Sig 2 Amplitude are the overall linear VCA gain control ports
while the Sig 1 and Sig 2 Pan inputs eontrol the relative arnount of the
signals appearing in the two output channels. Note that each sound souree
c&n be both separately enveloped and positioned. Eaeh half section works
as described for the linear-exponential cross fade circuit shown in Figures
6A and 68.

The Sig 1 and Sig 2'signal inputs can be connected to the outputs sf the
2045 filter sections in the two I.C.'s. This scheme can be easily extended
to any polyphonic music system having any multiple of two voiles. In such
a system, all the left and all the right current outputs can be connected
together to the virtual ground inputs of two op ainp current to voltage con-
vertors. Note that since the left and right VCA inputs are inverted for each
signal, one of the finial outputs, either left or right, should be inverted to
aioiO phase caneellation.
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